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MICHELIN X TWEEL TURF
Airless Radial Tire for Golf Carts

Designed for use on
Golf Carts
MICHELIN® X® TWEEL® TURF airless radial tire is one
single unit, replacing the current tire/wheel/valve
assembly. Once they are bolted on, there is no air
pressure to maintain.

michelintweel.com

þ No Maintenance
þ No Compromise
þ No Downtime
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MICHELIN X TWEEL Turf
Airless Radial Tire for Golf Carts

Multi-directional tread
pattern is optimized to
help provide excellent
side hill stability
and prevent
turf damage.

NO MAINTENANCE
MICHELIN® X® TWEEL® TURF airless radial tire
is one single unit, replacing the current tire/
wheel/valve assembly. There is no air pressure to
maintain and no need to carry spare tires, tools,
or repair kits.

Zero degree belts
and ComposiCoil™
proprietary design
provide great lateral
stiffness, while
resisting damage and
absorbing impacts.

NO COMPROMISE
MICHELIN X TWEEL TURF airless radial tire has
a unique spoke design which helps dampen the
ride for enhanced ride comfort when driving over
gravel, uneven pavement, and bumps. The full
width poly-resin spokes provide lateral stiffness
for improved side-hill stability. High performance
compounds and an efficient contact patch offer
long wear life and excellent traction.

Heavy gauge
steel with
4 bolt hub
pattern fits
on a variety
of popular
golf carts.

NO DOWNTIME
MICHELIN X TWEEL TURF airless radial tire
performs like a pneumatic tire, but without
the inconvenience and downtime associated
with flats.
Michelin’s proprietary
Comp10 Cable™ forms a
semi-rigid “shear beam”, and
allows the load to hang from the top.

Static Discharge Strap must be
installed on vehicle to avoid possible
static electric shock or spark

MSPN
09653

Size / Description
18x8.5N10 (205/50N10)
X® TWEEL® TURF for Golf Carts

High strength, poly-resin
spokes carry the load
and absorb impacts, help
dampen the ride, and
provide a unique energy
transfer that reduces
pneumatic bounce.

Wheel
Offset
(in)

Max
Load
(lbs.)

-0.5

705

Max Section
Speed Width
(mph)
(in)
25

8.1

Rolling
O.D. Circum. Rev/
(in)
(in)
Mile

Static Loaded
Radius

Contact
Area (in2)

Tread
Depth
(32nds)

18.8

8.9 in (529 lbs.)

17

8

59.1

1072

Undertread Weight
(32nds)
(lbs.)
3

21.7

*NOTE: Product measurements are subject to change and are listed here for your convenience. Please see your MICHELIN representative for up-to-date data.
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